
 

 

 

 

 

 



Winters Child  

Dreams Away the Cold 
Christy Hartman 

www.chartmandesigns.com 

www.chartmandesigns.blogspot.com 
 

Imagine a cold crisp night where this Winter Child is bundled up against the cold 

and is enjoying the music in the air while playing with the stars in this winter 

themed project.   

 
All patterns and designs Copyright © belong to Christy Hartman.  All rights reserved.  These 

projects may be painted for personal use/personal profit but may not be reproduced for graphic 

or scrapbook use for resale.  Photocopying and all other types of mechanical reproduction are 

prohibited with the exception of enlarging or reducing the image size to fit your surface.   

Patterns may not be republished, distributed, transmitted, displayed, broadcast, or reproduced for 

any business/commercial purposes without written permission from the artist.   
 

 

Palette: Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics 
Primary CyanDMFA27 

Primary Magenta DMFA29 

Titanium White DMFA39 

Primary Yellow DMFA28 

 Deco Art Media Mister 
Primary Cyan DMM01 

 Deco Art Media Fluid Acrylics Interference 
Magenta DMFA104 

Turquoise DMFA105 

 

Palette: Deco Art Americana 
Asphaltum #DA180 

Burnt Sienna #DA063 

Electric Pink #DA231 

Hauser Dark Green #DA133 

Hauser Medium Green #DA132 

Hi-Lite Flesh #DA024 

Honey Brown #DA163 

Lamp Black #DA067 

Light Buttermilk #DA164 

Moon Yellow #DA07 

Navy Blue #DA035 

Olive Green #DA056 

Peony Pink #DA215 
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Poodleskirt Pink #DA267 

Purple Pizzazz #DA302 

Red Violet #DA140 

Shading Flesh #DA137 

Snow White #DA01 

Spice Pink #DA030 

Wild Orchid #DA233 

 

Brushes:  Royal Langnickel 
Royal Majestic Script Liner #4585:  20/0 

Royal Majestic Angular #R4160:  3/8”, ½” 

Royal Majestic Glaze/Wash R4700:  ¾” 

Royal Majestic Round #R4250:  #2, 3, 4 

Royal Fusion Deerfoot Stippler #R3650: ¼" 

Kingslan Magnificent Mop R-4999:  #4, 1 

 

Surface:   
11”X13” Masonite Pre-primed Panel although any surface or canvas will work.   

Misc. Supplies: 
  1” foam brush 

Book Paper or Script Paper of your choice, you can purchase patterned paper or use 

dictionary/book paper.   

Craft Knife 

Deco Art Glistening Snow Tex Glittering Snow #DS46 

Deco Art Matte Decou-Page #DS106 

Deco Art Matte Spray Varnish #DAS13 

Deco Art Media Gesso #DMM18 

Deco Art Modeling Paste #TX02 

Kitchen Scraper/old credit card 

Laurie Speltz Texture Foam Stamps www.lauriespeltz.com 

Make-up sponge 

Micron 005 Black Permanent Marker  

Music Paper I used paper I found at a second hand store but patterned paper will also work. 

Palette Knife 

Printer paper 

Snowflake Stencil of your choice 

Spray bottle of water 

Star Stencil of your choice  
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General Prep: 
 This surface comes ready to paint; the one I had used 

actually had been used before for a previous project and I 

added a fresh coat of Gesso to the board before I began 

working.   

 Tear your papers into random shapes and arrange on 
your board and glue down using Decou-page.  Use an old 

brush to decoupage; I keep brushes that are just used for 

decoupage.  In the upper right hand corner of the photo I 

have used a new plastic scraper to "smooth" the air bubbles 

out of my papers after I have added the Deco Art Decou-

Page.  I purchased a number of these at Pier 1 on clearance 

the other day thinking that they would work well to smooth 

my paper!  I've tried other tools including an old hotel key 

card and have had mixed results but my new scraper worked famously.  Start the scraping 

process in the center of each paper and work your way out to work the air bubbles out of 

the decoupaged areas.  

 

Let’s start the painting process:    
 Spray the Media Mister Primary Cyan randomly onto the surface, the layer of gesso 

allows the paint to sit on top of the surface and allows for a longer working time.   I 

spritzed the inked area with clean water and allowed the paint mist to "bleed" over the 

surface of the board.  I wanted to allow some of the background papers to show through 

and used the water to manipulate and 

move the paint.  As long as I kept the 

area wet I was able to continue working 

with the paint but when dry it is very 

much a permanent color.  

 I did not want to lose the blue misted 

background but also wanted to develop 

an ethereal quality to the piece and 

began to blend Primary Magenta, 

Primary Cyan, and Titanium White 

Fluid Acrylics randomly onto the 

surface.  You may use the brush of your 

choice but I generally use my finger to 

control the flow of paint and to blend wet into wet with the other paint colors.  This is not 

an exact science and is meant to encourage your creativity while developing the 

background.  Remember you can also add a coat of Gesso and begin again if you are 

unhappy with the result.   

 Using the same technique I added the Interference colors of Turquoise and Magenta 
randomly onto the piece. Layering and reapplying paint until I had achieved the result 

that I was happy with.   

 Using your favorite snowflake stencil, stencil around the outer edges of the piece with 
Titanium White using a make-up sponge.    



 I used a stencil that I had made out of a piece of vellum 
and a Martha Stewart punch but you could easily use 

the star stencil of your choice.  You can see that this 

one has been used frequently.  I randomly stenciled the 

stars with Primary Yellow using the dirty make-up 

sponge from the previous application.   

 Once I had this completed I tore two random pieces of 

music paper out of my pages and glued the paper to the 

board with Decou-Page.  I wanted the music to look as 

though it belonged on the paper and added Titanium 

White randomly around the outer edges of the torn 

paper to soften the hard edges.   

 Using a palette knife and my favorite 
snowflake stencil I added Deco Art 

Glistening Snow Tex to the outer 

edges of the piece to give it added 

texture and glitter.   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Let’s Paint Winter’s Child:   

Painting Prep:   
 Transfer the design to the mixed media 

background, painting instructions found in last 

month’s issue, and base with Gesso.  The Gesso 

gives you a white surface to paint on but also 

adds an amount of tooth to the area you are 

painting so that your paint adheres.   

 Transfer the detail of the design to the Winter 
Child.   

 Float shade around the outside edge of the Winter 
Child design with Navy Blue.   

Paint the Face:   
 Base the face with Hi-Lite Flesh, float shade with 

Shading Flesh, highlight with Light Buttermilk.   

 Using a circular motion dry brush Spice Pink 
onto the cheek area and wash Spice Pink into the lips.    



 Base the eye with Snow White and the eyeball with Lamp Black. Dip dot the highlight in 
the eye with Snow White.    

Paint the Hat and Jacket:   
 Base the jacket, hat and pants with Peony Pink.  

 I used a piece of computer paper to cut a stencil out of the hat and coat shape to protect 
the surrounding area and stamped the patterns using the Laurie Speltz Foam Texture 

Stamps.  A piece of computer paper and a craft knife make quick work of the home-made 

stencil and will protect your surrounding surface while you stamp the design.   

 Using a foam brush load the wavy line stamp with a light coat of Purple Pizzazz and 

stamp the coat, reload and stamp again if necessary.  You may want to test this on a piece 

of paper prior to stamping.  Load the foam brush with Purple Pizzazz and load your 

choice of stamps and stamp the hat.  I used the stamp which looks like a herringbone 

pattern but you can certainly choose the one that you prefer. I noticed that my set of 

stamps actually had a slightly different assortment of stamps than I saw offered on 

Laurie’s website.   Load the dot stamp with Poodleskirt Pink and stamp a highlight onto 

the tops of the arms and the body of the child.  

 Highlight the hat and jacket with Poodleskirt Pink and shade the hat and jacket with Red 
Violet. 

 Deepen the shaded areas on the hat and coat with a glaze float of Navy Blue.   

 Line the tassel on the back of the hat and the ends of the hat ties with the following 

layered paint colors:  Peony Pink, Wild Orchid, Purple Pizzazz, Electric Pink, Navy Blue, 

and Light Buttermilk, allowing each previous color to show through.  Dot the top of the 

tassel with Peony Pink and highlight with Electric Pink.   Line the strings on the hat with 

Peony Pink, line highlight with Electric Pink and line shade with Purple Pizzazz and 

deepen with a very thin line of Navy Blue.  Base the area which attaches the strings to the 
ear flap with Purple Pizzazz.    

 

Paint the Scarf:   
 Base the scarf with Wild Orchid.   

 Cut a template out of computer paper of 

the scarf, load the foam circle stamp 

with Electric Pink and stamp the scarf. 

 Highlight the scarf with Electric Pink 
and shade with Red Violet. 

 Deepen the shaded areas with Navy 
Blue.  

 Using a SL line the fringe on the scarf 
with the following layered paint colors:  

Peony Pink, Wild Orchid, Purple 

Pizzazz, Electric Pink, Navy Blue, and 

Light Buttermilk, allowing each 

previous color to show through. 

 Line the stitching lines with Snow 

White.      

 



 

 
Paint the Gloves:   

 Base the gloves with Hauser Medium Green.   

 Highlight with Olive Green and shade with Hauser Dark Green.   

 

 

Paint the Hair:   
 Base the hair with Burnt Sienna.   

 Using a SL layer the following paint colors 
throughout the hair until you have achieved 

the look that you prefer:  Honey Brown, 

Moon Yellow, and Asphaltum, allowing 

each previous color to show through.   

 

Finishing:   
 Using your favorite star stencil add stars 

which appear to be floating around the 

Winter Child and landing in the gloves 

with Moon Yellow.   

 Using your favorite snowflake stencil add 

snowflakes which appear to be floating 

around the child with Snow White.   

 Apply Glistening Snow Tex to the hat 
brim, bottom of the coat, and the cuffs of the coat.    

 Mix equal parts Deco Art Modeling Paste, Snow White paint, and Glistening Snow Tex 
with a palette knife.  Apply this mixture to the base of the Winter Child.   

 Outline the facial features with a black permanent marker.   

 Spray Varnish and enjoy.   
 

 

© Christy Hartman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


